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0 	PREFACE 
THIS BOOK DESCRIBES THE 
SYSTEMATICS OF PRODUCTION 
- 	PLANNING OF A CONSTRUCTION 
PROJECT (ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
/' 	_•"\ 	
MAINLY). AS BACKGROUND FOR 
) PROJECTS PRODUCTION PLANNING 
IN THE BEGINNING OF THIS BOOK 
/ 
	
	THERE IS A SHORT DESCRIPTION 
OF 3-YEAR OPERATIVE PLANNING. 
 
. 
MOST PART OF THIS BOOK DEALS 
WITH PRODUCTION PLANNING OF 
A CONSTRUCTION PROJECT. 
PRODUCTION PLANNING ON A 
PROJECT STARTS BEFORE THE 
ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION WORKS 
START (PRETENDERING AND 
TENDERING PLANNING) AND IT 
CONTINUES UNTIL THE END OF 
THE PROJECT. _)'__ _J7____ 
WORK SITE PLANS ARE DRAWN 
UP WHEN THE PROJECT STARTS 
AND THEY ARE REVISED 
- 	ACCORDING TO THE ACTUAL 
CONDITIONS ON THE WORK 
SITE BEFORE THE WORKS START. 
1. 	INTRODUCTION 
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•1' • anning 
Froduction pianning of a construction 
project aims at finding the most 
economicai way of carrying out the 
project. Froduction planning is 
q 	choosing the way of carrying out 	9 
the project by doing aiternative L calculations under restraints 
set by nature and management. 
Production pianning includes 
- choosing the work sites 
- scheduling the pro.ject 
- choosing the work methods 
- choosing the resources (machinery, 
labour, material) 
- cost calcuiations 
- budgeting 
The production pians are expressed 
in tabies and charts (scheduies) 
and the production pian is the 
basic document of managing, 
L • 	reporting and controliing a construction project _________ 	 4 
/ 1.2 Use of thj5 bOQk 
	
P1ann 	1 s a 
manag 5 technicai 
)?h ,: 
/ 
:7 
. 
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2. 	THE 3-YEAR OPERATIVE PLANNING OF THE 
CONSTRUCTION DIVISION (NBR) 
Purpose: 
The purpose of the 3-year operative 
planning is to optimize the activities 
of the construction divisiori as a whole by: 
- 	making the most appropriate combinations 
ot various projects 
- 	scheduling the projects in the most 
optimum way bearing in mmd the 
conditions which will affect on the 
execution of the projects and the 
available resources 
- 	influencing the plans and prograns of 
the higher level, if necessary 
- 	bringing the plans and programs up to 
date so that it would be easy to adjust 
to the changes in the frames and to 
give data to other plans 
- 	giving clear and premeditated frames 
for programming the projects. 
. 
. 
. 
	 Presumptions 
As a presumption for applying the 3-year 
operative planning is that the top 
management will determine the business 
idea and goals for the district. With these 
the management will formulate the policies 
and the more detailed objectives. 
The management of the construction division 
must give the objectives to the division 
according to the objectives of the whole 
district. 
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Aiso the poiicies for the division shouid be 
discussed in order to heip to manage the division. 
The complete benefit of the 3-year operative 
pianning wili be drawn if the goais are clear and 
the plans wili meet the objectives of the division. 
Frames 
	
. 
The chief of the construction division (chief 
engineer) wili get the projects for the 3.-year 
operative pian form long range pians (5 -year) 
and the annual cost frames also. After he has got the 
ob.jectives given by the management of the district 
then he can give the projects for the project 
managers and he gives each his own frames for the 
execution of the projects. 
Process of pianning in the construction division 
The process on the 3-year operative pianning is 
presented in fig. 1. 
After the chief engineer has given the frames to 
the project managers they wili draw up their own 
3-year operative plans. The plans of every project 
manager wili then be discussed and fitted together 
so that they wili meet the objectives set for the 
division. 
As a resuit of this planning one wili get the 3-
year operative pian for the construction division. 
It wili inciude e.g. costs of the projects and 
personnel and labour pians. 
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Figure 1. The process of 3-year operative planning 
The 3-year operative pian wili be kept up to date 
continusiy. Changes will occur in the pians 
if for example the frames and the product pians 
(drawings) will be changed or if there are any 
major changes in the current projects in operation. 
Use of the pians in the operative pianninr. of the district 
One wili pet ep to date data from 3-year operative 
pians for other plans in the district and aiso for 
various plans of the whole NBR. 
In rig. 2 you wili see how one project is handied 
in the 3-year operative pian of a project manager. 
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3. 	PRODUCTION PLANNING ON A CONST1RUCTION PROJECT 
3.1 Basic documents 
Production planning starts so, that first the 
project manager draws up the roughest production pian 
calied frame pian. Production planning continues 
so that next the site manager draws up the rough 
production pian. Third step of production pianning 
is the making of the final production pian by the 
site manager and foremen. The last step of 
production pianning is the very short range planning 
called weekiy work pianning and work site planning. 
The frame pian can be made according the 
rough tendering documents: 
- maps 
- Bill of Ouantities on major parts 
- iongitudinal & cross sections 
- the general data about the project 
t 	' - a summary of basic data needed on 
f planning and carrying out the project - data about material refining places 
- transportation routes (access 
The more thorough steps of production planning 
should be based on the same documents as listed 
above and also: 
- the production plans made before 
- general specifications 
- contract program 
- pian drawings 
- cross sections 
- longitudinal sections 
- maps 
- special works 
- accurate biil of quantities (on specific 
cost codes). 
.. 
. 
.. 
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3.1 The frame pian 
\ 
• 
' iiL 
• _____ 
The frame pian is the roughest production pian 
that is ment to optimize the use of resources 
on a project. 
The frame pian is made by the project manager. In 
this pian he chooses the optirnum machinery and 
schedules the project and the work sites that he 
is responsible for. 
In frame planning the project manager plans his 
actions and his policies for the whole duration 
of the project. The pian includes ali major works. 
. 	The frame pian is based on rough product pians and 
quantities that are based on rouh accuracy. 
The frame pian of a project inciudes: 
- the rough schedule of the project 
- the main methods to be used 
- the works that are pianned in the district 
office (crushing, pavement...) 
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- costs of the project and need for labour 
- data on main machinery 
- data on getting energy (eiectricity) 
- data on work site area planning 
3.2 THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION PLANNING 
The process of production planning after the frame 
pian inciudes several steps (figure 5 
- Getting acquinted with the basic documents 
available for the project 
- The rough production planning 
- The final production planning 
- Work site pianning in the beginning of the site 
Getting acquinted with the basic documents: 
The project manager and the site managers go over 
the frame pian together. They compare the frame 
pian to the iatest product pian drawings and 
to the actual site conditions. 
If there are differences between 
the frame pian and drawings or conditions, they 
shouid be written down. This way the differences 
can be taken into consideration in further 
production piaris. 	
.. 
The rough production planning 
The rough pians are made when the project is 
know to be starting in the near future 
-13- 
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By doing the rough pian the site and project manager 
can settie out ali their differences about carrying 
out the project. This way they get a common model 
for organizing the project. 
The final production pianning 
In the final production pianning the site manager 
plans ali his actions that are needed in carrying 
out the works. The finai pian is made for the 
whole duration of the site and project. 
According to the final pian the sit.e manager can 
coordinate ali his actions and purchases of 
materiais, machinery and labour. 
The final production pian is the basic model of 
carrying out the project on site. 
The results of final production planning are 
expressed on tabies and schedules. These resuits 
should be reorganized if there is need to change 
the pian later on. The budget and more detailed 
plans are based on the final production pian. 
The work site planning in the beginning of the site 
Before starting the works on a site the site 
manager or site foreman goes over the finai 
production pian checking how it effects this 
beginning site. 
The site rranager reorganizes the finai pian 	- 
into a work site pian, that is based on the 
actuai construction conditions and availabie - 
machinery. 
. 
-15- 
There might be some changes from the final 
pian to the work site pian. 
The work site pian shouid be done according to 
aiternative cost caicuiations. 
3.3 GETTING ACQUINTED WITH THE BASIC DOCUMENTS 
AVAILABLE FOR THE PROJECT 
Before the actuai work pianning process the 
. 
	 pianner has to do some of the foiiowing things. 
Revising of the frame pian: 
The project manager presents his frarne pian 
to the site managers. The frame pian wili 
form the basis on_which the site 
managers has to lean when he does further production 
pians. 
-16- 
It is very important that in this stage the 
project manager gives the site manager ali the 
inforrnation that he has ot about the project and site. 
The projeot manager aiso has to clear 
out ali the things that have effected his 
decisions on schedule, methods and other things. 
The project managers decisions can be affected 
by facts 	that concern the whoie company and 
not only this project, 	for instance: 
- 	 stone crushing and pavement laying can be 
tied up to schedules of other projects 
- 	 the use of special resources 
- 	 the use of machines that there is a shortage 
of 
- 	 the use of labour 
- 	 the effects on organization. 
In this stage the project manager also has to 
teil the site manager how the objectives of this 
site and project., effect the objectives of the 
whole company or its section (division). 
fl 
-17- 
Comparing the product pian drawings with 
the actuai site area conditions 
. 
. 
lt' 
-4 
.. 
Before starting the actuai 
work pianning the site manager 
has to get acquinted with the 
project and site area. He has 
to rr'ake sure that the pian 
drawings match with the 
terrain and conditions. 
The site manager has to 
concentrate on: 
- the availabiLe roads for 
transportation 
- material refining piaces 
3.4 BOUGH PLANNING 
 
In the beginning of a project 
the site manager wili get 
familiar with the project 
by making a rough pian of it. 
In rough pianning the site 
manager: 
- wili study the frames given 
by the project manager and 
propose the necessary 
changes 
- will create the premises 
for the final pianning and 
execution of the project. 
The need and accuracy of rough pianning 
depends on the size, duration and compiexity 
of the project. So the rough pianning wiii be 
carried out: 
- by making the necessary changes in the frame 
pian ot' the project 
- by drawing up the so caiied rough pian 
- simuitaniousiy with the final pianning. 	
. 
The rough pianning wili be executed as shown in 
fig. 6. 	
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Figure 6. The process of rough production planning 
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3.1 Planning of mass-hauling 
When rnaking the drawings of a road construction 
project (product pians) one must study the 
economy of moving earth and rock masses in order 
to find right vertical alignment. The plans for 
using the masses are usually very rough in the 
product planning st.age and they often are 
presented in diagrams. 
When starting the rough planning one must have a clear 
and comprehensive picture of the mass hauling 
• 	needed for the execution of the project. For this 
purpose the mass hauling or transportation plans 
are drawn up,or the existing plans(made by the 
designer)are revised by the site management. 
In mass hauling planning one must take into 
consideration ali affecting factors in order to 
prepare reliable plans. 	When pianning the 
hauling one must be study: 
- geotechnical conditions 
- availability of the masses from route 
- access roads (existing and planned) 
- traffic 
• 	
- scheduie 
- working methods and availability af machinery 
- special works e.g. bridges, canals etc. 
- other restrictions on site 
Purpose of mass hauling pianning 
Hauiing pian is the base for scheduling and cost 
calculations of a road construction project. 
Since the mass works usuaily represent a big 
part of the costs of the project the hauling pian 
should be reliable and feasibie. 
The purpose of haulirig planning is that: 
- 	 the transportation cost of the masses will be 
minimized 
- 	 This means that 
- 	 there will be no unnecessary handling 
of the masses 
- 	 stockpiling of masses should be avoided 
- 	 ali the useful masses will be used properly 
- 	 in the feasible soiution one has taken into 
consideration the effect of different seasons 
on the construction 
- 	 the soiution will show from where, 	in what 
sequence and how much masses will be hauled 
and what are the hauiing distances including 
the borrow pits and tipping areas 
Drawing up the hauling pian 
The planning will start by dividing the masses 
into different groups for exampie: 
- compulsory movings (movings which cannot be 
done otherwise e.g. short movings by bulldozer 
or wheelloader) 
- masses to tipping area 
- masses which are suitable for embankments 
- rock masses 
- refined masses (crushed stone etc.) 
The masses must be changed into the same units 
e.g. the excavat.ed masses will be changed from 
solid volume into loose voiume (m 3 ). The conversion 
factors are given in production data fiies (NBR) 
or one can measure them on site. 
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The optimizing of the movings will be done by 
means of alternative calculations. The purpose 
of these calculatioris is to find out the most 
economic way of executing the haulings. For the 
calcuiations one must know the hauling cost of 
different kinds of masses (per unit) including 
the hauling cost according to the hauling distance. 
The optimizing process may be done by using 
mathematical methods (transportation probiem, 
linear programming etc.). 	
.. 
3.L+2 Quantities and the main resources 	
. 
From the iist or bill of quantities one should 
get ali of the quantities accurately enough to make 
the rough pians. 
In order to determine the durations of various 
activities (works) and the cost, one should choose 
the right machinery (the main resources) and 
caicuiate their average out-put (quantity/ 
hour or day). 
. 
_ 	
. 
LJ 
. 
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3.43 Rough scheduiing; cast, labour and organization 
pianning 
In rough scheduiing at first the dependencies 
between various activities should be solved with the 
restrictions caused by the seasons and other 
demands (e.g. the iogicai order of activities 
and the most economic time (season) for executing the 
activities). Takirig the restraints into consideration 
the activities will be scheduied so that the use 
of machinery, labour and cost wili be as even as 
possible or according to given restraints or set 
objectives. Beiow (fig. 8) is an exarnpie of a 
rough pian. 
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Since this is only rough pianning the cost 
caicuiations may be done with for exampie 
standard costs. Stiil the most important activities 
shouid be caicuiated more accurateiy. The costs of 
common works may be caiculated roughiy or with 
standard costs. 
In rough scheduiing one must keep in mmd the 
given restraints concerning the totai cost, labour 
and organization. 
3•LL4 Comparing and adjusting the frame pian and 
the rough pian 
In discussions between the project manager and 
site manager, they will compare the rough pian 
with the frames given by the project manager. 
Aiso they will make agreements about the possible 
changes in the pian. 
3 OO 
•i 
. 
. 
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The adjustment wili give new, more accurate frames 
for the final and detailed planning done on site. 
After this the project is divided into different 
- 	responsibi-lity areas work sites and cost codes etc. 
3.45 Break-down of the project 
The purpose of the break-down of the project is 
to make the further planning and controlling 
easier. The break down will help: 
- the managing of the project 
- the managing of a work site 
- cost accounting. 
The break-down will determine the accuracy of the 
production pians and programs and control. Since 
the accuracy of control varies in the different 
leveis of organization the project manager and 
the site manager must agree on the break-dowri. 
• 
_, , :TIT: 
-- 	 ) 	
- 
The project will be divided into: 
- (responsibility) areas 
- items (or activities, cost codes) 
- work sites. 
Responsibility area 
The responsibility areas shouid be determined so 
that cost code numbers will be the same throughout. 
the duration of' the project.. By responsibjljty areas 
the project can be divided into parts, the cost of 
which can be foliowed separately. 
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The principles of dividing into responsibility 
areas (NBR) are: 
- cost code (area) for common works is 00 
- every bridge will be its own area in a road 
construction project 
- work area which is supervised by one supervisor 
or foreman may be a responsibility area 
- different parts of the road under construction 
may be responsibilitY areas. 
Item (cost code) 
	 .. 
In dividing the project into items (activities or 
cost codes) the cost code books for roads and 	• 
bridges published by NBR will be used (pubi. 
number TVH 732170 and TVH 732082). 
The accuray of the cost codes is chosen according 
to the needs of managing the project 
- 	 The project manager may decide that for example 
for cost accounting purposes some parts of the 
projects will be followed more accurately, and 
then the most detailded level of cost codes 
is used 	(from the books published by NBR). 
- 	 Every activity of the project need not to be on 
the same level of cost codes. The accuracy 
depends on the size and significance of the 
works. 
- 	 The activities which are very important 
concerning the scheduling and costs are followed 
more accurately. 
- 	 Using too rough level of cost codes should be 
avoided, 	because the more accurate level is not 
too iaborious. 
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Work site 
The site manager should determine the work sites 
for the project. After this the list of items/ 
work sites can be made. 
Dividing into work sites is necessary when 
- the same cost code (item) includes works that 
have very different unit costs or the 
circumstances for execution differ much 
- the works included in a cost code are executed 
in many parts and vary in respect of schedule 
and work method. 
Cost codes in a project 
Cost codes are used for cost. accounting and 
cost controlling. 
In the NBR the cost code includes 12 digits: 
- Projeot number 	3 digits 
- Responsibility area 	2 digits 
- Item (cost code or account) 	4 digits 
- Work site 	2 digits 
- Type of cost 1 digit 
The work is divided into 7 types of costs: 
- labour 
- machinery 
- transport 
- material 
- contract (total, turn key) 
- subcontracts 
- others. 
Cost calcuiations in work site pianning may be 
made by types of cost, but in a work pian and in 
a budget the type of cost is not shown. Cost 
account.ing system can divide the costs to the typeS 
of cost. 
. 
%JVV 
. 
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3.5 FINAL PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING 
1] 
LiJ 
The purpose of the final 
planning is to produce a model 
for executing the project. 
At this stage the most useful 
ways of executing the works 
wiil be figured out in respect 
of technics and economy. 
In final planning and 
programming: 
- the lists of work sites 
are to be prepared according 
to the break down of the 
project and lists of items 
- work site plans are to be 
prepared 
- one will choose the best 
working methods and 
machines and calcuiate 
the durations and costs 
of the work sites 
(according to the iists 
of work sites) 
- work pian for the project 
is prepared in respect 
of the given restraints for 
the scheduling and the use 
of resources. 
The process of the final planning and programming 
is shown in fig. 9. 
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Figure 9. The process of final production planning 
3.51 List of work sites 
While drawing up the construction plans 
(drawings) the designer will fili up the 
list of quantities (Bill of Quantities)(fig. 10). 
The list 0±' work sites will be filled up by usirg 
the list 0±' quantities as basic data and 
according the agreed work sites. (Fig. 10) 
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Figure 10. List of quantities and list of work site.S 
3.52 Planning the work sites 
The work site plans are to prepared of ali the 
work sites mentioned in the iists of work sites 
for the total duration of the project. 
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When planning the work sites one must: 
- f'igure out the quantities of the work sites 
- choose the best suitabie wcrk methods and 
resources 
- caiculate the durations and costs. 
In the final planning the site manager is responsible 
for the work planning. 
The work site planning process is explained more 
thoroughiy in chapter 
The unit prices and quantities that are calculated 
at this stage of the planning process are the 
base for controi reports. 
•I 
•i 
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3.53 Project pians and programs 
. 
The project pian is 
prepared from data coliected 
from the work site pians. 
In principle the project 
pian is a bar-chart type 
scheduie which is suppiemented 
with resource data. 
The pian is a basis for the 
graphic reporting and as a 
controi tooi it will give 
a ciear picture of the 
pro ject. 
In additon the pian wiii 
serve as source of information 
for interior and exterior 
communicatjon. 
. 
Frorn the project pian the 
foliowing plans are drawn up: 
- budget 
- organization pian 
- procurement. pian. 
The process of drawing up the project. pians is 
shown beiow in fig. 11. 
 
Figure 11. The makinc af the project pian 
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Scheduling the project and cost calculations 
Basic data for scheduling are 
- rough schedule 
- work site plans which include 
- durations 
- costs 
- resources 
- quantities and subtargets 
The necessary data for scheduling can be 
	
. 
collected from the drawings and other documents 
and visits on site. 
The purpose of the scheduiing is to minimize the total 
cost of the project under prevailir.g restraints. 
Scheduling means that alternative calculations 
should be made in order to find out the most 
profitable timing and sequence of' the activities 
of the project. Scheduling the activities will 
settle the distribution of cost, labour and 
resources for different periods of construction. 
The various types of scheduies are presented in 
chapter 6. 
If the scheduling work is quite sirnpie the most 
convenient type of schedule is bar-chart. If one 
will find out the location and the direction of the 
activities and timing on route a time-chainage-
type of schedule is good for that. The network-
type of schedule is suitab1eif one will find out 
the sequence and dependencies of the activies and 
also the critical activities. 
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The data from these scheduies wili be put, into 
the project pian. 
Scheduiing wiii be done as foliows: 
- ailocate on the schedule those activies which 
have certain deadiines (fixed dates) 
- aiiocate on the schedule those activities 
which are of great significance in respect of 
timing (criticai activities, criticai path). 
- aiiocate on the scheduie those activities which 
have no fixed dates on timing. With these one 
rnay for exarnpie ievel the use of iabour etc. 
The costs and other resources of the activities 
wiii also be ailocated on the scheduies. The data is 
coilected from the work site plans. 
Organization pian 
The purpose of the organization pian is to find out 
the personnel rieeded for the project and its 
tasks and responsibilities. 
The organization of the pro,ject must work as one 
efficient unit. The operative reiations between 
different parts of the organization must be 
defined cieariy. The organization pian is drawn 
up for the whoie duration of the project and 
it is divided into one-month periods. 
In the organization pianning the nurnber and the 
• 	 tasks of the technicians, foremen, cierks and 
- iaborator'y workers are presented. 
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The number of the personnel is marked on the 
project pian as shown in fig. 14. This part of the 
pian is aiso the personnei pian of the project. 
The organization pian wili be prensented as shown 
in fig. 12. 
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Figure 12. The organization pian 
Pianning of the common cost 
The common costs are quite a big part of total 
costs of the project (in NBR about. 20%). They 
shouid be pianned carefuiiy according to the cost 
code book. 
Most of the data needed is found from the 
project pian. Aiso the cost of the use of the 
camp area eto. shouid be caicuiated. 
The common costs are pianned for total duration 
oC the project. The pian may be made on a budget 
sheet as shown in fig. 13. 
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Figure 13. The planof common costs 
Project pian 
During the pianning process one should check 
that the pian wiii statisfy the set objectives 
and restraints. If the objectives are not met, 
the plans have to be revised. 
An exampie of a project pian is shown in fig. 14. 
. 
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Figure 14. The project pian 
3.6 PLANNING AT BEGINNING OF A WORK SITE 
When the site manager sets objectives to the 
work site foreman he shouid check if the 
work can be done according to the scheduie in the 
project pian. 
At the same time the site manager wili write the 
pianned distribution of quantities, cost and labGer 
on the scheduie part of the work site pian sheet. 
The work site pian which has been made during the 
final pianning wili be revised by the foreman to 
meet the current circumstances. If he has not 
made the work pian himseif he wili get as a frame 
the pian from the site manager. This pian should 
aiso be revised if necessary. 
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If the foreman thinks that the pians should be 
changed,he should negotiate about the matter with 
the site manager. 
After the pian has been revised the foreman wili 
draw up a objective curve or other type of 
schedule suitabie for control. 
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WORK SITE PLANNING PROCESS 
The purpose 	of work site pianning 
is: 
- to find out the most economicai 
and technically possible way 
of carrying out the works on 
a site 
- to present on paper a model 
for carrying out the construction 
works according to the iimits 
and frames set to the site 
The work site pian sets the 
objectives for the site and it 
heips managing the site 
succesfuily. 
The resuits of work site pianning 
shouid be presented so 
that they can be used for making 
the production pian of the whole 
project and for reporting. Tabies, 
scheduies and charts are suitable 
for of presenting a production 
pian and work site pians. 
.. 
. 
.. 
Work site pianning shouid be based on a thorough 
study of the work site area, terrain, and 
locai conditions. When getting acquinted with the 
conditions the pianner should notice for instance: 
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- what type of machinery can be used 
- what are the methods that couid be used 
- the quaiity of earth material, water and other 
nature resources 
- the existing roads and need for access road 
- the existing electric cables and pipe lines on 
the work site area 
- possible places for offices and social barracks 
and WC 
. 	
- ground water supply, 
- weather conditions during the site works 
(fioods, ram season) 
The production data files are a good help in 
making the work site pian (see charpter 6.1). 
4.1 THE BASIC DOCUMENTS 
As back ground for work site pianning the pianner 
shouid be able to use: 
- 	general specifications and contract program 
- 	product pian drawings and specifications 
- 	list of work sites, 	from which the quantities 
and exact bounderies of the work site can be 
. found 
- 	the rough and final production plans of the 
project, 	from which the pianner can find: 
- 	the estimated duration and schedule for 
this site 
- 	the reiationship between this site and 
• other sites on the project 
- 	estimated main machinery and oi'ganization 
- 	orders for goods and materiais made eariier 
- 	
Bill of Quantities 
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4.2 DETERNINING THE QUANTITIES OF THE WORK SITE 
The quantities to be handled must be cleared 
more specifically for work site planning than they 
can be found in the general bill of quantities. 
Also the units should be changed from theorectical 
quantity units to actual units. 
In the NBR model the quantities and units of a work 
site can be found from the list of quantities 
(page3). 
The quantities that are found in the list of 
quantities are usually expressed in the theoretical 
quantities (measured from drawings and bill of 
quantities). Because it is almost impossible to 
calculate the exact costs according to theoretical 
units, the quantities should be changed into actual 
work quantities (the quantity of' concrete wall is 
10 m 3 and the quantity of concrete needed for 
rnaking the wall could be 11 	because of waistage 
and spreading). There are also quantities needed 
to determine1 that are not expressed in the bill of 
quantities for instance frame work. 
Determining the actual quantities can be done by 
using (wastage and material deformation) 
coefficientS (production data files). 
When determining the actual quantities the pianner 
must take the weather into consideration. 
The beginning, ending and maintaining works must 
be taken in to the calculationS also, because they 
take time, even though there are no quantities. 
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During the actual construction works it must 
be taken care that the planned quantities will not 
be increased during the works without good reason. 
This can be done by self-reporting. 
4.3 CHOOSING THE WORK METHODS AND RESOURCES FOR THE 
WORK SITE 
One of the main purposes 	of work site planning 
is to find suitable methods and machinery for sites 
construction works and choosing the most economicai 
way of carrying out the works of the site. 
Choosing the best methods and machinery for the 
site depends on 
- there are many different available machines 
for the site 
- the existing machinery of the company 
- the working conditions and materiais 
- the estimated duration of the site 
- the scheduie of the project. 
Choosing the methods and machinery must be based 
on alternative calculations. The pianner has to 
calculate the costs for the work site accordirig 
to each comparable method. The most economical 
(cheapest) method should be the choice. But the 
work site pianner must also take into consideration 
the economy 	of the whole project and the risks 
that are in his choice. 
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4.4 SCHEDULING THE WOHK SITE 
One of the most important steps of work site 
planning is scheduling of the works. In 
scheduling the pianner must calculate: 
- the duration of each work or activity in the 
work site 
• 	 - the need of machinery and labour for each work 
or activity 
- the work quantities for each month of the 
duratiori 
• 	In determining the schedule for each work element 
in the site the pianner must take into consideration 
ali the relationships between different activities. 
This way the pianner can use ali the 
available resources continously and the degree of 
utilization will be high. 
The suitable scheduling techniques will be 
presented later on this book,  chapter 6. 
At this stage the pianner shouid write down on 
the work site pian sheet: 
- quantity (theoretical & actual) 
- machinery 
- performance of the machines (out put) 
- the duration for each activity in days 
L] 
The table and an example are presented on 
page 
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4.5 CALCULATING THE COSTS FOR THE WORK SITE 
After the pianner has been able to fiil the table 
with quantity,machines and performances he has 
to estimate the actual prices for machines, labour 
and material. 
Cost caiculating starts by estimating the unit 
cost for each work element either on hourly cost 
basis or on unit cost basis and this cost is written 
down into the unit cost section 	. The costs of 
each work element are calculated by multiplying. 
The total cost for the work site is calculated 
by adding the costs of each work element. The final 
unit cost for the whole site can be calculated by 
dividing the total cost by theoretical quantity 
of the site. 
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Into the lower part of the scheduling sheet the 
pianner shouid write down the quantity, cost and 
labour for each mont separately. 
On page 0  there is an exampie of work site pian 
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5. 	THE BUDGET OF A PROJECT 
The budget for a project ts made according to the 
production pian of the project. The budget is 
usuaiiy made on specified form. Ali the quantities 
and costs in the budget must equal to the production 
pians. When the budget is signed by the projeot 
manager and site manager they agree that the 
budget is an economical objective for the project. 
The front page of the budget includes general 
information about the project for the management. 
S
Costs and quantities of different works (cost 
codes) and labour and schedule are presented on 
the front page with other general information 
of the project (see pageS.). The front page is 
made for the whoie duration of the project and 
it inciudes ali the costs of the project. 
The next two pages of the budget are made on more 
accurate monthly basis. The quantities and costs 
are scheduled for every month of the year and 
they are presented on a specified table. These 
two pages form the basis for reporting of the 
project. Ali actuaily performed quantities and 
costs wili 	be compared to the budget monthly. 
These more accurate two pages of the budget are 
made nnuaiiy, if the project lasts for more than 
a year. 
The last page presents the quantities and costs 
that have aiready been done and what is stiil 
- 	 left to do. Page four is revised annually. 
The budget is made just before the project 
starts and it is made for the whole duration 
of the project. 
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6. 	SOME INSTRUMENTS FOR MAKING THE FRODUCTION PLAN 
6.1 PRODUCTION DATA FILES 
In order to make the production pian for a 
site or a project the pianner needs data about 
- material 
- diggability 
- materiai coefficients (swelling ..... 
wastage 
- working methods 
- instructions for use 
- restrictionsfor the method 
- performances 
- performances for methods and machinery 
and trucks (out put m 3 /day) 
- rough performances for works (cost codes) 
- costs 
- unit cost of works 
- costs of material 
- costs of machinery 
This type of production data the pianner can get 
- by experience 
- from hand books 
- cost controiiing reports 
- work study 
- from manufactors 
- from production data files of a cornpany. 
. 
. 
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Productian data should be used when choosing 
the methods and machinery and when calcuiating 
the costs. 
The best way of getting production data is 
compafly5 own production data file, that is 
created by using cost reporting and work study. 
This type of file is ment for the use of company's 
ali prcjects and sites. 
Company's own production data file guarantees a 
good reliability for the data and for the work 
plans. Production data helps production 
planning and it gives ali work plans an equal 
basis for comparing and this data cari be used 
aiso for reporting. 
There are examples of production data forms that 
are taken from the NBR earth works pr'oduction 
data file (age S2). 
. 
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6.2 SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES 
Choosing the right type of schedule affects 
very much succesful production planning and 
managing the project. 
Ali project are different from each other. 
In one project the dependencies between 
different works can be the most important thing. 
In another project the duration and scheduiing 	• the works into some specific time limits 
is most important. In some projects the iocation 
(chainage) can affect scheduiing very much. 
The different scheduling techniques 
emphasize oniy one of these things and 
that is why it is important to choose the best 
scheduie for each project. 
6.21 Bar chart 
In a bar chart schedule the pianner presents 
ali the works (o-r elements of the project) 
on the vertical axis. The horisontai 
axis is the time. The time scale has to be 
chosen so that ali the scheduled activities can 
be drawn enough accurately. The use of resources 
(men and machines) is presented on the 
horisontai axis. 
Bar chart is a good schedule, if the main thing 
in scheduiing is the piacing of works to certain 
dates or if it is important to get very stedy 
use of the machinery. Bar chart suits also weli 
for planning of projects continuity. 
If the project is simple and the works are very 
well defined bar chart is a natural choise for 
the schedule (see page 63). 
. 
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6.22 Time-chainage chart 
Time-chainage chart is a schedule that presents 
both the happening time and iocation of a work 
or an activity of the project. 
Time-chainage chart suits very weli ali the 
road construction works or for contracting 
sky scrapers, pipe iaying etc. 
The time-chainage chart shouid be drawn on a 
form so that the vertical axis is the time and the 
horisontal axis is the chainage (location). 
The scales for both axises should be chosen 
with care, because it affects very rnuch the 
usefulness of the schedule. The use of 
resources (labour and machines) should be 
presented on the vertical axis. See page 6q 
6.23 Quantity-time chart (objective curve) 
The quantity-time chart present the reiationship 
between time and the quantities of a work. 
The verticai axis is the quantity 
of the work and the horisontal 
axis is time in days. The scale for both axises 
must be visually clear and iarge enough for the 
use of reporting. 
The use of resources is presented on the 
horisontai axis beiow the chart. 
Objective curve suits weil for a work site 
schedule, because there is only one or few 
quantity units. It is also good for graphicai 
reporting. See page (,S 
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Figurei7. Guantity_time chart (objectjve curve) 
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6.24 Net 
. 
. 
 
Network is a schedule that suits well for solving 
ali the dependencies between diff'erent 
works and for getting steady use of resources 
and for optimizing the duration and cost of 
the project. The network clears out well ali 
the critical works for the project and solves 
the float for each work(critical path method). 
The network can be drawn as an activity-on--
arrows or activity-on-riodes network. 
In axi activity-on-arrows network the works are presented 
by arrows and time is presented in the horisontal 
axis or only in calculations. The use of 
resources is marked under or on the arrows. 
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For production planning and scheduling the 
project is divided into smaller activities. 
Activities depend on some other activities, in 
respect of resources or sequence, and network 
takes thesereiationships into consideration. 
Network method can be used in large proiects 
because it is useful for estimting 
- duration of the project 
- resource allocation 
'• 	- resource restriction. 
Network suits also reporting and preparing 
for conflicts and disturbance. 
Network is the most complex scheduling method 
and needs most calculating and best education 
as background. 
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